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Weather Headlines
STORM FREE BUT CHILLY THROUGH THURSDAY, NEXT STORM ARRIVES FRIDAY...

New England Weather Story
High pressure is building across southern New England this morning. Expect sub-freezing temperatures today. The
high pressure center sticks around for Wednesday providing tranquil weather. It then moves offshore on Thursday
ahead of the next storm so expect thickening clouds. Temperatures moderate on Wednesday and Thursday
causing daytime melting of our snow-pack followed by overnight refreezing so monitor for late day slippery spots
as pavements wet from snow-melt cool and refreeze in the evening.
The next storm is on the horizon for Friday into Saturday. This storm as a whole looks to be a moderate duration
event but only the second half of the storm will feature wintry precipitation. The storm will start as rain before
dawn Friday morning. Occasional rain continues into mid-Friday afternoon and then temperatures cool to cause an
icy mix during the late afternoon and into the early evening. A transition to all snow occurs before midnight into
early Saturday morning before tapering down and ending. Travel becomes slippery Friday evening but most of the
snow accumulation occurs after the commute. A moderate accumulation of snow is likely Friday night into
Saturday. Very chilly temperatures following the storm prevent any immediate melting.

Your Towns Forecast

Sunset - 05:10 PM

This AM: Plentiful sunshine but breezy and quite cold.
This PM: Continued sunny and chilly. A NW'ly wind of 17-23 mph can cause existing snow on the ground to
blow around and back onto pavements.
Tonight: Clear and very cold, the wind will ease.
Wednesday: Lots of sunshine and warming above freezing, melting of existing snow during the day will cause
some wet pavements that can re-freeze to produce slippery spots this evening.
Thursday: Morning sunshine fades behind thickening afternoon clouds, seasonable temperatures.

The 5-Day Forecast
Today
Wednesday

Very Cold
29° F

Warmer,
Melting Snow
36° F
12° F

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Increasing
Clouds, Melting
40° F
17° F

Rain to an
Evening Mix
34° F
25° F

Snow Ending
Midday
31° F
27° F

